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R Recommended
M Marginal book that is so slight in content or has so many weaknesses in style or format that it barely misses an
NR rating. The book should be given careful consideration before purchase.
NR Not recommended.
Ad For collections that need additional material on the subject.
SpC Subject matter or treatment will tend to limit the book to specialized collections.
SpR A book that will have appeal for the unusual reader only. Recommended for the special few who will read it.
JeAew eilye odyssey. Johnny never becomes quite as real
as the people he meets along the way and his
w fW d and I? 4w 5 /m/O~E h adventures are often highly improbable, buti the writing is so adept that the reader is left
R Averill, Esther Holden. Cartier Sails the feeling that it all might have happened and there
4-9 St. Lawrence; illus. by Feodor Ro- is a wonderful feeling for the country through
jankovsky. Harper, 1956. 108p. $3. which Johnny passes.
New edition of a book first published in 1937
by Domino Press under the title The Voyages R Blassingame, Wyatt. The French Foreign
of Jacques Cartier, and one that has been out 6-9 Legion; illus. by Harper Johnson.
of print for several years. The text, taken Random House, 1955. 18 2 p. (A World
mainly from Cartier's own log books and let- Landmark Book). $1.50.
ters, gives a vivid, colorful account of the A brief look at the French Foreign Legion-its
period and of Cartier's contribution to knowl- history, some of its more famous encounters,
edge of the new world. Extensive textual and some of the reasons why men have been
changes have been made and some new illus- attracted to it through the years. Some mis-
trations added. The illustrations, all in black conceptions about the kinds of men who join
and white, add greatly to the interest and at- the Legion are corrected, without in any way
tractiveness of the book. An excellent piece lessening the romance and glory of the group.
of book making and a subject to have wide ap- There is one misleading use of the term "Con-
peal. munists", but the material is otherwise accu-
rate and interestingly presented and the subject
R Barrett, Anne. The Journey of Johnny Rew. should have wide appeal.
7-9 Bobbs-Merrill, 1955. 250p. $2.75.
Johnny Rew, a war orphan, finds a scrap of NR Blizard, Marie. The Ghost at Kimball Hill.
paper with a clue to where his family originat- 7-9 Westminster, 1956 187p. $2.75.
ed and sets off to try to find the place. His The fatherless Weston familyhgaving for years
journey, mostly on foot, from London to Vint- known only a crowded, financially restricted
land, has many of the elements of a heroic life in a small Chicago apartment, were over-
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joyed at the news that they had inherited a
family mansion in Wide River, Connecticut.
When they reached the house their enthusiasm
was somewhat diminished by the realization
that it had not been lived in in years and was
almost bare of furnishings. However, rather
than return to Chicago, they decided to try the
new place for at least a year. During that time
the oldest girl got a job with the local news-
paper and Mrs. Weston took over a tea room.
The ghost comes in very incidentally at the end
when the two younger Weston children and two
teen-age friends of the family try to frighten a
man they mistakenly think is planning to take
the house away from the family. The writing
is stilted; there is no depth to the plot or
characterizations, and several wholly improba-
ble elements are introduced in the relation-
ships with the townspeople.
R Bowles, Cynthia. At Home in India. Har-
8-12 court, 1956. 180p. $3.
A thoughtful, well-written account of a fifteen-
year-old American girl's reaction to life in
India. Cynthia Bowles, daughter of American
Ambassador Chester Bowles, was not too hap-
py at-the prospect of leaving her school and
friends to go to India, but once there she
found herself becoming increasingly interested
in the people, their ways of thinking and their
customs. By the end of the two years she felt
that India had truly become a second home for
her. An exceptionally perceptive, sympathetic
approach to the understanding of another cul-
ture that should aid other young Americans in
acquiring an interest in life outside their own
country and community.
NR Bradbury, Bianca. Mutt; illus. by Mary
K-2 Stevens. Houghton, 1956. 29p. $1.50.
Slight, rather moralistic story of a mongrel
dog who lives in a swank apartment building,
completely surrounded by pedigreed thorough-
bred dogs of various breeds. The other dogs
will have nothing to do with Mutt and are con-
stantly quarreling among themselves over
which one has the most ribbons and the best
pedigree. One day Mutt's owner enters him in
a park pet show and he wins a blue ribbon for
being the happiest dog in the show. Thereafter
he feels no envy of the other dogs for their
ribbons since he knows that happiness is bet-
ter than ancestry. Written at a middle third
grade reading level.
NR Brown, Eleanor Frances. The Colt from
6-8 Horse Heaven Hills; illus. by Pers
Crowell. Messner, 1956. 192p. $2.75.
A second story about Peter Morgan, the hero
of A Horse for Peter. This time the Morgans
are trying to make a success of their newly
purchased riding academy and Peter is compli-
cating matters by his insistence on special care
and treatment for the wild horse he persuaded
his father to purchase in order to save it frdm
being sold for horsemeat. The story covers a
two year period during which time the horse
suffers a badly injured leg and pneumonia, but
recovers from both to become a champion jump-
er. Peter then decides he is not especially inter-
ested in a jumper and sells the horse to his
friend Dodo Haynes for enough money to save
the riding academy. Typed characters and con-
trived situations make this just another horse
story.
M Carmer, Carl Lamson, ed. The Screaming
8-12 Ghost and Other Stories; illus. by Irv
Docktor. Knopf, 1956. 146p. $3.
Twenty-one tales of the supernatural, all of them
with settings in this country. Although the author
states in the foreword that nothing supernatural
ever happened to him, the stories are retold as
if the author had a part in, or a sure knowledge
of each one. The writing is quite uneven and
only occasionally does the reader get a feeling
of the ghostly or unreal. Many of the stories
are better suited to adult rather than to juvenile
readers.
M Carr, Harriet H. Miami Towers. Macmil-
7-9 lan, 1956. 202p. $2.75.
Karla and Lynn Norton and their father moved
to Miami to live with their Grandmother O'Con-
nell following the death of Mrs. Norton from
polio. Lynn had been stricken at the same time
as her mother and Karla and Mr. Norton hoped
the move would help her to adjust to her lame-
ness. At first it did not seem successful for
Lynn continued to be selfish in her demands on
Karla and her father and unwilling to make any
slightest effort to adjust or to build a new life
of her own. However, Karla's expanding inter-
ests at school and Mrs. O'Connell's sane, un-
emotional attitude toward Lynn eventually brought
her out of her shell. The final conversion is
much too abruptly achieved to be realistic and
the real value of the book lies in Karla's ma-
turing and her growth in understanding of her
sister.
M Christensen, Gardell Dano. The Fearless
5-7 Family. Holt, 1955. 160p. $2.75.
Short stories about twelve animals of the Mus-
telidae (weasel) family; marten, otter, badger,
least weasel, sea otter, wolverine, ferret, mink,
skunk, stoat, fisher, and hog nose skunk. The
stories are very readable and give considerable
information about the animals. Their effective-
ness as nature study material is unfortunately
weakened by the over-use of personifica-
tion.
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NR Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. Hide and Seek;
3-5 illus. by Genevieve Vaughan-Jackson.
yrs. Pantheon) 1956. 3 2 p. $2.
In rhymed text the author tells of a small boy
playing hide and seek with his mother. The
content is obscure and the rhymes are often
forced. The book becomes too subtle for very
young children when the little boy is actually
pictured in the places where his mother guesses
him to be-in a bird's next, in a hole in the
ground, in an airplane, etc.
Ad Craven, Thomas. The Rainbow Book of Art.
7- World, 1956. 256p. $4.95.
A survey of art from early cave paintings to
twentieth century architecture. Although the
emphasis throughout is on paintings, the author
does include the highlights of sculpture and
architecture for each major period. The text
is more about the artists than their work, and
the frequently flip tone of the writing is dis-
tracting. In one instance the description of a
painting does not match the painting, and the ac-
count of the naming of Rembrandt's "Night
Watch" does not agree with other sources. The
thirty-two color plates and approximately 400
black and white reproductions give the book its
chief value.
M Croman, Dorothy Young. The Mystery of
7-9 Steamboat Rock; illus. by Charles
Geer. Putnam, 1956. 192p. $2.75.
Twelve-year-old Eddie wanted more than any-
thing else to persuade his mother that he was
old enough to learn to ride. His eighteen-year-
old uncle, Louie, backed him up and between
them finally persuaded his mother. The
"mystery" involves a rock formation near
their home on which a carnival performer and
her brothers have hidden a wild stallion. She
cannot handle the horse so she gives it to
Louie, who can. There is little suspense to the
mystery, which is quite contrived, but the story
about Eddie's growing up, and especially his
relationship with his mother, is well-handled
and makes pleasant reading.
R Darling, Louis. Penguins. Morrow, 1956.
1-4 6 4 p. $2.
An entertaining, factual account of the life and
habits of penguins. Begins with the annual
spring migration and discusses mating and
nesting habits as well as the play and food get-
ting activities. The various types of penguins
and their geographic distribution are presented
as well as the features that make possible
their existence in only one part of the world.
The habits that make them so amusing to
people are described in terms of their adapta-
tion to their environment. The excellent draw-
ings and pictures add value and appeal to the
book. Written at an upper fourth grade reading
level, but suitable for reading aloud to younger
children.
M Davis, Lydia (Henderson). South Sea Holi-
5-7 day; illus. by Tom Davis. Little, 1956.
204p. $2.95.
A story, based on actual experience, of a voy-
age through the Cook Islands, made by a doctor
and his two children aboard an island schooner.
The events of the trip are interesting, and oc-
casionally even exciting. The writing is quite
uneven and the characters never wholly come
alive. The illustrations are unattractive and do
not always match the text.
R Dean, Lucille Dennhardt. At the Laundry;
2-4 photographs by Glenn W. Schroeder.
Melmont, 1955. 24p. $1.50.
Simple, brief text and photographs show the
laundry process from the time the dirty clothes
are picked up at the house until the clean, ironed
clothes are re-delivered. Written at a third
grade reading level but might be handled by up-
per second grade children where the class has
had previous sessions on some of the technical
terms such as "laundry", "napkins", "sheets",
etc.
SpC De Leeuw, Adele Louise. The Rugged Dozen.
7-9 Macmillan, 1955. 231p. $2.75.
No one really believed the members of the Senior
Girl Scout troop of Brookhaven High would carry
through with their plans to earn enough money
for a European trip. They had allowed them-
selves two years-planning to leave immediately
after graduation. Their efforts were sometimes
rewarding, and sometimes disastrous, but
eventually their goal was reached. In the end
not all twelve went; one girl becoming discour-
aged and dropping out and one being ill at the
time of departure. The story of their struggle
makes moderately interesting reading andhas
some good insights into instances of community
action. The finances are quite confusing, the
reader never knowing exactly how much each
girl has to earn individually and just what ex-
penses the troop fund is supposed to cover. An
adequate story, but one more likely to appeal to
Girl Scouts than to readers in general.
NR Deming, Dorothy. Hilda Baker: School Nurse.
7-9 Dodd, 1955. 244p. $2.75.
In her first year as school nurse in the Haddon-
field High School, Hilda Baker finds herself in
the middle in the fight between the Board of
Education and the Board of Health to control the
school health program. Although much is made
of the fight, the whole problem and its solution
are never made very clear. Hilda's year includes
the usual quota of work experiences-caring for
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injured or ill children, making home visits,
promoting the idea of preventive medicine,
talking to PTA and other groups, etc. In ad-
dition, she solves a few psychological cases,
and is the recipient of five marriage proposals
-from a high school senior, the high school
principal, the doctor with whom she works, the
high school coach, and the doctor who heads
the Board of Health. She turns them all down in
favor of the brother of the high school principal.
The career information is interesting, although
as is usual with these stories too much is
crowded into too short a time, and the empha-
sis is on the glamor aspects of the job rather
than the day to day routine. The characteriza-
tions lack depth and reality.
R Duncan, John M. Down the Mast Road.
7-9 Whittlesey House, 1956. 191p. $2.75.
Fourteen-year-old Obie Merritt was somewhat
abashed to learn that he had been accepted as
a member of the crew hired to cut and deliver
a mast pole pine because of his excellent team
of oxen rather than for any ability of his own.
At first his aggressiveness and cocksureness
brought him trouble with the crew boss and
the other men. Then as he learned to obey or-
ders and do his share of the work directed, he
was accepted as a regular member of the crew.
An absorbing adventure story set in New Hamp-
shire in the early days of the Revolution.
Ad Dunsing, Dee. The Seminole Trail; illus.
7-9 by Larry Toschik. Longmans, 1956.
211p. $3.
In her sequel to War Chant, the author takes
her hero, Rod Wheeler, through another period
of the Seminole War. Once again Rod is serv-
ing as a scout for the army, and once again he
runs a-foul of a renegade white man. This
time it is Zade Galda, a Spaniard who is sell-
ing arms to the Indians and who almost kills
Rod. The boy's Indian friend, Shakochee, comes
to his rescue and Rod is later able to help the
Indian boy escape to the southern swamps. A
new note is injected in the beginning romance
between Rod and Dolly James, but this will be
an element more appreciated by girls than by
boys. The book makes a good adventure story
but somehow fails to give a very clear picture
of the historical events or the meanings of any
of the actions of the period.
R Duvall, Evelyn Ruth (Millis). Facts of
7-12 Life and Love for Teen-Agers. New,
rev. ed. Association Press, 1956.
426p. $3.50.
A revised edition of a book first published in
1950. In a healthily frank, honest straight-
forward manner, the author discusses the
many problems faced by young people as they
mature physically and emotionally and learn to
live with members of their own and the opposite
sex in an adult society. The contents are divided
into four major parts: Becoming Men and Women;
Getting and Keeping Dates; Loving and Being
Loved; and Heading Toward Marriage. The re-
visions are fairly minor and are mainly in
terms of bringing terminology and dating prac-
tices up to date. An exceptionally useful book
for school and home libraries.
R Engeman, Jack. West Point; The Life of a
5- Cadet. Lothrop, 1956. 152p. $3.50.
A collection of excellent photographs and brief
text depicting life at West Point from plebe
year through graduation and showing all aspects
of that life, both serious and fun. At the end
there is a section of unidentified photographs
of famous West Point graduates and some cur-
rent students. Some of the pages seem too
crowded, and many of the pictures extend into
the inner margins which will make it impossible
to have the book rebound.
R Epstein, Samuel and Beryl. The First Book
6-8 of Printing; pictures by Laszlo Roth.
Watts, 1955. 63p. $1.95.
A brief history of printing from very early to
modern times. The three kinds of surfaces,
raised, sunken and flat, from which printing is
done are described in some detail, and the
methods of reproducing pictures, both black and
white and color, are touched on briefly. Infor-
mation about important events and men in the
history of printing is included in two separate
sections rather than being incorporated into the
text. An interesting and useful introduction to
the subject.
R Falk, Elsa. Winter Journey; chapter deco-
6-8 ration by Tom O'Sullivan. Follett,
1955. 222p. $2.75.
A story of the upper Mississippi River in the
years of the early settlement of what is now
Minnesota. The Arp family had hoped to reach
St. Paul before winter set in, but Mrs. Arp's
illness forced them to remain at the Iowa farm
home of a relative where they had stopped for
the youngest Arp to be born. Mr. Arp decided
to go ahead in order to claim a good site near
St. Paul, and sixteen-year-old Chris undertook
to get his mother and two younger sisters from
Davenport to St. Paul. It was late in the season
before Mrs. Arp was well enough to travel and
when their boat began to run into ice, the cap-
tain put all deck passengers off in the wilderness
to make their way as best they could. With much
difficulty, the Arps managed to survive the winter
and the next spring they arrived safely in St.
Paul. The story is quite slow-paced at first but
suspense builds up once the journey is under way
and holds up well to the end.
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M Fenner, Phyllis Reid, comp. Heroes,
5-8 Heroes, Heroes; Stories of Rescue,
Courage and Endurance; illus. by
Bill Lohse. Watts, 1956. 246p.
(Terrific Triple Title Series). $3.
A collection of fifteen short stories and ex-
cerpts from longer books, each one recounting
an instance of heroism. Five of the stories
originally appeared in magazines; one, A Hero
by Mistake, is reprinted in its entirety from
the original book, and the remainder are sec-
tions of longer books. The style and interest
level vary widely from fairly good writing to
very mediocre, and from stories for the inter-
mediate to the junior high school level.
M Fisher, Aileen Lucia. Cherokee Strip;
5-7 The Race for Land; illus. by Walt Reed.
Aladdin, 1956. 192p. (American Heri-
tage Series). $1.75.
A run-of-the-mill story of the opening of the
Cherokee Strip. The Fletchers thought their
prospects of getting a good site were excellent
until Mr. Fletcher broke his arm and was for-
bidden by the doctor to ride for six weeks. How-
ever, Becky and her mother, with the help of a
friendly well-witcher, made the run and got
the land they wanted. Neither as good writing
nor as realistic characterizations as in Bailey' s
Cherokee Bill, Oklahoma Pacer (Abingdon,
1952). -"
Ad Gallenkamp, Charles. The Pueblo Indians,
5-7 in Story, Song and Dance; illus. by
Yeffe Kimball. Book-Records, Inc.,
1955. 24p. (Soundbook) $5. (Record
in pocket).
A two-part book consisting of a brief, illustrated
text and a record containing traditional stories
and songs of the Pueblo Indians. The text, a
well-written, although somewhat superficial
history of the Pueblo Indians, and the illustra-
tions are much better than the recording. The,
storytelling, on the record, is rather pseudo-
dramatic in the telling and although not untrue
to the character of the Pueblos, has an air of
artificiality to it. The music is good. The book
might be used in introducing a unit on the Indi-
ans but will not be of wide general use or ap-
peal.
R Grant, Madeleine Parker. Wonder World
7-9 of Microbes; illus. by Clifford N. Geary.
Whittlesey House, 1956. 160p. $2.75.
Beginning with an episode in the work of U.N.
medical teams in Java, the author then discus-
ses man's discovery of microbes, his efforts
to control the harmful ones, and his use of
helpful ones. Concludes with the fight against
polio, and the discovery of Salk vaccine. The
material is interestingly presented, with occa-
sional experiments to help clarify the text.
Comparable to the Schatz and Riedman, The
Story of Microbes (Harper, 1952) in coverage.
NR Hall, Marjory. Morning Glory. Funk &
7-9 Wagnalls, 1956. 215p. $2.75.
A routine career-love story. Gloria Lane and
her older sister, Janet, share a one room-
kitchenette apartment where they manage a drab,
uninteresting existence on their combined, but
meager salaries. Janet enjoys her job, but
Gloria is as bored at work as at home. Then
after some prodding from Janet and some friend-
ly help and advise from her boss, Gloria changes
jobs, going to work for one of the large depart-
ment stores in town. There she meets a hand-
some young advertising executive, transfers to a
receptionist's job in his firm, and ends with an
engagement ring. Janet in the meantime has
snared her own boss. The only parts of the
book that ring true are the descriptions of the
difficulties of two girls living in a single room
-a situation that is complicated by the fact that
Janet is taking night courses at the University
and wants quiet each night to study, and Gloria
has no interests whatever. There are more
characters introduced than the author has room
for, with the result that some are dropped pre-
cipitately along the way, and none is fully
enough developed to come alive for the reader
Ad Hamilton, Russel. The First Book of Trains;
3-5 pictures by Jeanne Bendick. Watts,
1956. 69p. $1.95.
A complete revision of the Tatham, The First
Book of Trains, published in 1948. The infor-
mation covered here is much the same. The
style is more straight forward, although there
are still sections in which the material has
been so personalized as to give it a condescend-
ing tone that will limit its appeal for older
readers. The illustrations are attractive and
informative. Written at a fourth grade reading
level.
Ad Hansen, Harry. Old Ironsides: The Fighting
5-7 "Constitution"; illus. by Walter Buehr.
AI Random House, 1955. 180p. (A Land-
mark Book). $1.50.
A istory of the U.S.S. Constitution from the
t she was built, through her career as the
proudest ship of the navy during the War of
1812, to her retirement and her glorification
by Holmes that not only saved her from being
scrapped but has resulted in her preservation
as a naval museum. Of special interest to many
readers will be the history of her figureheads,
and particularly the one of Andrew Jackson. Al-
though the style of writing is quite pedestrian,
there is enough subject interest to give the
book appeal.
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R Hastings, Evelyn Belmont. Playground
1-6 Fun; photographs by Peggy Irwin.
Melmont, 1955. 24p. $1.50.
Full-page photographs and simple text show
some of the activities of two children at
the neighborhood playground. Don and Sally en-
joy the sand pile, the swings, the bars, the
seesaw, the merry-go-round, the rings, the
slide and the balls that are distributed by the
playground director. The children in the pic-
tures are old enough that the book could be
used for remedial reading material. Written
at an upper first grade reading level.
Ad Hazeltine, Alice Isabel and Smith, Elva S.,
4-8 comps. The Year Around; Poems for
Children; decorations by Paula Hutchi-
son. Abingdon, 1956. 192p. $2.50.
An attractive volume of poems about the sea-
sons, special days and nature. Divisions are by
the four seasons, and then by the individual
months within each season. The quality of the
poems is quite uneven, and the book fails to
give the reader a feeling for the seasons such
as is gained from Garnett's A Book of the
Seasons (Bentley, 1953). The volume will be
most useful as a reference source for poems
about the various seasons, months, and special
days, or for browsing.
M Hengesbaugh, Jane. I Live in So Many
1-3 Plces; illus. by Katherine Evans.
Childrens Press, 1956. 26p. $2.80
(cloth); $1.50 (paper).
Beginning with the house in which a child lives,
the text and pictures expand his universe to the
street, town, farm or city, county, state,
country, continent, hemisphere, planet, and
universe. The implication is made that the
earth's solar system is the only one that exists,
and in the picture of the universe, the earth is
shown larger than the sun or any of the other
planets. The text is easier to read (2.3 reading
level) than the Schneider, You Among the Stars
(W. R. Scott, 1951) but is less detailed and less
accurate.
M Hilles, Helen (Train). Auction Today; illus.
2-4 by Veronica Reed. Lippincott, 1956.
91p. $2.25.
A very slight story with little of suspense or
action to attract readers. When it seemed that
the town would not be able to afford a new fire
engine, the townspeople, with ample help from
the school children, worked together to put
on an auction to earn the needed sum. Rickey
was unhappy that he could not contribute any-
thing to the auction, but he did help by going
to the town's recluse and asking for contribu-
tions. The result, a pile of old books, proved
the most valuable part of the auction when
one of the books turned out to be an early copy
of the New England Primer and brought in enough
to make the auction a success. The story is
written at an upper third grade reading level,
but the format makes it look much easier.
Ad Hinternhoff, John F. Decatur of High
7-9 Barbary; illus. by Clifford N. Geary.
Holt, 1955. 221p. $2.75.
A fictionalized account of the naval battles be-
tween American ships and the pirates of the
Barbary Coast. The story is told through the
experiences of young Andrew Rowntree, who
ships as an apprentice on the United States,
makes friends with Stephen Decatur, then a
midshipman, and serves with him throughout
the remainder of Decatur's career. The account
is too fictionalized to serve as either history or
biography; it will suffice as an adventure story.
R Hoffman, Elaine and Hefflefinger, Jane.
1-3 School Helpers; photographs by Peggy
Irwin. Melmont, 1955. 32p. $1.50.
Short, easy text and photographs depicting four-
teen persons or groups of persons who help to
run a school. Included are: the principal, his
secretary, the kindergarten teacher, the first
grade teacher, the sixth grade teacher (a man),
the nurse, the librarian, the custodian, cafeteria
workers, the crossing guard, the bus driver,
the music teacher, the playground teacher, and
the children themselves. The text is written
at a middle second grade reading level, but
might be used in a classroom at a lower level
if some preparation has been given to recogni-
tion of the more difficult words.
R Hoffman, Peggy. Sew Easy!; For the Young
3-6 Beginner; illus. with photographs by
Lloyd E. Jones; sketches by Susan
Perle. Dutton, 1956. 93p. $2.75.
An introductory book for beginners who are
learning the basic principles of sewing. Posture
and equipment are first discussed, followed by
a description of the simple, basic stitches.
The middle section gives, in detail, directions
for making thirteen simple, but useful articles.
The final two sections give directions for mak-
ing doll clothes and for using a sewing machine.
In the final section on machine sewing, and when-
ever pressing or ironing are mentioned, the need
for adult help is stressed. A useful book for
young girls who are wanting to learn to sew.
Although the book mentions boys as potential
sewers, the femininity of the articles, and the
author's arch tone in referring to boys will
deter most of them.
NR Hogan, Inez. The Little Ones. Dutton, 1956.
1-3 45p. $2.25.
An excessively sentimental story of how the
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small woodland animals teach two young boys
to be contented with merely watching them in
their natural environment without trying to
capture them as pets. The story is unsatisfac-
tory for nature study because of the personifi-
cation of the animals and is too dull to have
appeal simply as an animal story.
M Honness, Elizabeth (Hoffman). Mystery at
4-6 the Doll Hospital; illus. by Velma
Ilsley. Lippincott, 1955. 183p. $2.50.
Judith and Jonathan Day, visiting their grand-
mother who is the owner of a doll hospital, find
themselves plunged the very first day into the
middle of a mystery involving a shifty-eyed
man and an old French doll belonging to the
grandmother's partner. The doll turns out to
have star saphire eyes that were put in in place
of her original eyes in order to smuggle them
into this country. The mystery ends in an ex-
citing climax on Hallowe' en when the twins
stage a party that gives the shifty-eyed man
an opportunity to break into the shop, where
the police are hiding and waiting for him. Just
as the man is about to elude the police, Jonathan
steps in with a well-aimed paper weight that
stuns him. A contrived mystery with an unusual
and interesting setting.
NR Horwich, Frances R. Mr. Meyer's Cow;
K-1 illus. by William Neebe. Rand McNally,
1955. 28p. 25$.
Slight story of Mr. Meyer' s cow, Sally Ann, and
what happens to her milk, from barn to city
apartment. The account is over-simplified and
misleading in that no sanitary measures are
shown in the handling of the milk. Since the
book is obviously intended as a learning exer-
cise, it seems not unreasonable to expect the in-
formation to be fairly complete and accurate.
M Kisinger, Grace Gelvin. The Enchanted
7-9 Summer. Random House, 1956. 220p.
$2.50.
A patterned love story of a sixteen-year-old
girl who had been a wall-flower all her life
until the night of the Senior Prom when she
suddenly attracted the attention of a former
football hero, now a college man. Life then
took on a tinge of glamor for Debby as Buff
continued to come around for dates during the
summer. She had occasional twinges brought
on by his frequent moodiness, and eventually
she realized he was not as glamorous as he
had at first seemed. Trite, well-worn situations
and characterizations, with nothing in the writ-
ing to bring this above the level of the very
ordinary.
R Kjelgaard, James Arthur, Big Red; illus.
7-10 by Bob Kuhn. Holiday House, 1956.
255p. $2.75.
New edition of a favorite boy-dog story. The
text and illustrations have not been changed,
the page lay-out, type style and size, and page
size have all been improved.
R Knight, Frank. Family on the Tide; A
7-9 Junior Novel for Girls; illus. by Geof-
frey Whittam. St. Martin's, 1956.
274p. $2.75.
The story of an English family who move into a
yacht-houseboat where the father plans to settle
down and write a book. The three children,
fifteen-year-old Maureen, ten-year-old Brian,
and the baby Michael, were excited over the
move; their mother was less so since she could
clearly see the many disadvantages of such a
way of living. As the family adjusted to the new
way of life, and learned to cope with the problems
of houseboat living as well as to enjoy the plea-
sures of rowing and sailing in the yacht's ding-
hies, they also became involved with the family
of the former caretaker, whose oldest son, Ted,
was at odds with his parents over his choice
of a career. Largely through the friendship of
Maureen and Ted, the boy was allowed to enter
an art school, which had been his desire. A
vigorous, entertaining story displaying realistic
and provocative relationships within the two
families and between Ted and Maureen.
M, Konkle, Janet. Tabby's Kittens; designed
K-2 by Mary Gehr. Children's Press, 1956.
29p. $2.80 (library); $1.50 (paper).
A slight story of two children, their pet cat and
her kittens. There is very little to the story al-
though it does have some good suggestions for
the care of kittens. The illustrations are a
combination of photographs and drawings that
lack unity and give the pages a messy look.
The text is written at a middle second grade
reading level and the book could be used as
supplementary material for beginning readers.
NR Lauber, Patricia. Clarence, the TV Dog;
4-6 illus. by Leonard Shortall. Coward-
McCann, 1955. 12 8 p. $2.50.
The activities of a small, but unusual dog whose
greatest pleasure in life is watching TV. The
episodes, told in the first person by the dog's
owner, are obviously based on real happenings,
but they are told with a forced and labored
humor that takes from them much of their po-
tential appeal and any semblance of reality.
R Le Grand. Matilda. Abingdon, 1956. 64p.
2-5 $2.
Humorous account of how Patrick Riley and his
goat Matilda helped the Columbia University
football team win an important victory. Told
with Le Grand's usual, straight-faced humor,
some of the situations may seem funnier to
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adults than to children, but the story will be a
good one for reading aloud in family groups.
Ad Lenski, Lois. Berries in the Scoop; A
2-4 Cape Cod Cranberry Story. Lippin-
cott, 1956. 124p. $2.25.
Regional story of a Portuguese family living
on Cape Cod and working in the cranberry bogs.
The slight plot involves young Kayla Santos who
wears her grandmother's brooch to the bog,
loses it and finds it again the following winter
while skating on the bog. The story is written
at a beginning third grade reading level and
will serve for collections wanting regional
materials of this kind.
Ad Lenski, Lois. We Live by the River. Lip-
2-4 pincott, 1956. 128p. $2.25.
Three short stories about children who live on
or near a river. Janey lives over the locks on
the Pearl River canal between Louisiana and
Mississippi; Lola Mae lives on an island in the
Mississippi River between Arkansas and Ten-
nessee; and Sammy Joe lives on the Ohio River
banks. Each story shows some of the typical
pleasures and problems of such living. Although
the stories are too contrived to have much ap-
peal for general reading, they will serve where
regional materials are needed. Written at an
upper second grade reading level.
R Lewis, Lucia Z. The First Book of Mi-
5-7 crobes; pictures by Marguerite Scott.
Watts, 1955. 65p. $1.95.
An introduction to microbes, what they are, the
good and bad that they do, and man's attempts
to learn more about them, to use the good and
control the bad. The material is interestingly
presented both in the text and the drawings.
A section at the end introduces some of the
more famous names in the study and control
of microbes.
SpC Lomask, Milton. John Carroll: Bishop
6-8 and Patriot; illus. by Joshua Tolford.
Farrar, 1956. 183p. (Vision Books)$1.95.
Highly fictionalized biography of John Carroll,
first Catholic bishop in America. Virtually
nothing is known about Carroll' s early life so
the author has used accounts of typical life of
the time to describe Carroll's boyhood. Since
13 of the 20 chapters of the book are concerned
with Carroll's youth, the book becomes more
fiction than fact. The last seven chapters sum
up Carroll's later life and show something of
the part he played in the Revolution. Even here
some of the fictionalized elements of the first
part are re-introduced, and the emphasis is
on Carroll's work as a Catholic rather than his
contribution to the political movement. The
emphasis on Catholic belief and ritual will
keep the book from having much general use.
SpC McDowell, Margaret Clemens. Second Son;
5-7 illus. by Jeanyee Wong. Friendship
Press, 1956. 127p. $2.50.
Pedro Garcia, a young boy living in the Philip-
pines, was called Segundo because he was the
second son born to his family, although he
never knew his older brother, Carlos, who was
lost in a hurricane while still a very small
child. One day a missionary and his assistant
came to Pedro's village to ask for permission
to start a Vacation Bible School. Pedro was
drawn at once to the assistant, who turned out
to be his long lost brother. A very purposive
book that will have more value for Sunday
School units on missionary work than for gener-
al library reading.
R McGiffin, Lee. Ten Tall Texans; illus by
6-9 John Alan Maxwell. Lothrop, 1956.
220p. $3.
Following a brief history of the Texas Rangers,
the author recounts something of the life and
major exploits of ten of the more famous of the
Rangers-from Noah Smithwick, one of the first,
to M. T. Gonzaullas, who served during the first
half of the twentieth century. For boys wanting
hero tales, these stories should have appeal.
NR Mclllvaine, Jane S. Stardust for Jennifer.
7-9 Macrae, 1956. 221p. $2.75.
A sequel to Front Page for Jennifer that has all
of the faults of the earlier volume, plus some
new ones. Jennifer is home for the summer,
working on the Collingwood Herald and being
made much of as the heroine of Front Page for
Jennifer, which is being made into a movie. The
author's infatuation with her earlier book be-
comes almost as embarrassing and irritating
as Jennifer's utter selfishness in regard to her
boy-friend, Jim, who is in her disfavor because
he accepts a job that means a step forward in
his career rather than staying at home all sum-
mer and holding her hand. A poorly written
book, with shallow, self-centered characters
and negative values throughout.
M Massey, Jeanne. Rolling Home; illus. by
6-8 W. Mars. Holt, 1955. 2 2 1p. $2.75.
Highly improbable story of a cross-country
trek made by six children. The Riggs family
planned to drive together to Mr. Riggs' new
job in California, but Mr. Riggs had to fly out
at once; Jim, the oldest boy was drafted, and
Mrs. Riggs had to stop off in Indiana to care
for an injured relative. That left sixteen-year-
old Jerry to take the car and trailer, and five
younger children, across country. Their ad-
ventures would have been just as interesting,
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and much more believable, had the episode in
which they tangle with a gunman been omitted.
R Maw, Margaret (Peterson). Nikoline's
7-9 Career. Oxford, 1956. 188p. $3.
Third story about Nikoline Skovsen, a young
Mormon girl living in Utah in the late nineteenth
century. This time Nikoline is facing her first
year as a teacher, in the one-room school at
Springhill. The story takes her through two
years of teaching and one of advance study at
the Academy. As in the earlier books this one
gives an interesting picture of Mormon life
at this period, and has well-developed charac-
terizations.
R Mays, Victor. Action Starboard. Houghton,
7-9 1956. 280p. $2.75.
Young Tobias Ives, making his first voyage as
a cabin boy on his father's ship the Cormorant
found sea life all that he had expected, and
more so. The time was 1813 and the ship had
the problem of running the British blockade as
it left the New England coast, plus the added
danger of piracy and storms once the Carrib-
bean was reached. The story of the voyage
moves smoothly, sometimes slowly, but with
enough suspence to hold the reader's interest.
NR Meigs, Elizabeth Bleecker. Blue Palomino;
5-7 illus. by Charles Geer. Dutton, 1955.
120p. $2.50.
Jonathan Moore, known to his neighbors as
Buffalo Bill, lived in a shack on the edge of
Southampton, where he earned a meager living
by giving riding lessons and doing odd hauling
jobs. His drab existence was brightened when
his ten-year-old niece came from Texas to live
with him. She talked him into buying an injured
blue palomino stallion, and then made friends
with a wealthy recluse who made it possible
for them to train the horse and enter it in the
Delaware Memorial Hunt Cup race, which it
proceeded to win. A sentimental, unrealistic
story, too dependent on coincidence for the
solution of the problems raised.
M Merwn, Decie. Where's Teresa? Lippin-
4-5 cott, 1956. 32p. $2.
yrs.
Small Teresa, at the early walking stage, runs
away so frequently that her older brother
finally suggests that his mother put bells on
her shoes. This is done and thereafter the
family has no difficulty finding her. Some four
and five year olds, with younger brothers or
sisters, might enjoy the story, but it will not
have much meaning for younger children, nor
much appeal for older ones.
NR North, Sterling. The Five Little Bears;
3-5 illus. by Jean Tamburine. Rand Mc-
Nally, 1955. 28p. (An Elf Book) 250.
A pointless story of five little black bears who
paint themselves white to pretend they are
polar bears. They are taken to the zoo but the
polar bear there will have nothing to do with
them so they are then returned home to their
mother, who scrubs the paint off. In addition to
being a waste of time, the book is objectionable
in the naming of the bears-Eenie, Meenie,
Meinie, Mo and Nig.
Ad Oldrin, John. Eight Rings on His Tail; A
3-5 Round Meadow Story; illus. by Kurt
Wiese. Viking, 1956. 80p. $2.50.
Another animal story by the author of The Round
Meadow, and using that section of the country
as a setting. This time the main character is a
raccoon, Patches. He has adventures ranging
from an attack of indigestion from eating grease
off a tractor to being marooned on an island to
which he had gone during an exceptionally low
tide. The story is appealing, although Patches
is too personified for the book to be satisfactory
as nature study material, and there are several
instances of careless writing.
Ad Parker, Richard. The Three Pebbles; illus.
7-9 by William Ferguson. McKay, 1956.
218p. $2.75.
A story of the settlement that the French attempt-
ed to make in Florida during the time when that
territory was a Spanish possession. The title of
the book is based on the fact that the three main
characters are all named Pierre (French for
"pebble"), and the story is narrated by one of
the three, Pierre Debr6, a Huguenot fleeing
persecution in France, Pierre theRed joins the
voyage for the sake of adventure; Pierre Gambi
because it promises wealth. Gambi's unscrupu-
lousness leads to his death at the hands of the
Indians, but the other two Pierres manage to
survive and eventually move up the coast to the
English colonies in the north. Not outstanding
writing, but adequate as historical fiction based
on a little known episode.
M Perrault, Charles. Puss-in-Boots; illus.
3-5 by Bernice and Lou Myers. Rand
McNally, 1955. 30p. (An Elf Book)
25€.
A well-known folk tale, retold and illustrated
with colorful although by no means outstanding
pictures. The book will be adequate where indi-
vidual folk tales are wanted. However, the
story itself is better suited to older children
than those who are generally attracted by the
picture book format of the Elf Books.
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Ad Pinkerton, Kathrene Sutherland (Gedney).
8-10 Second Meeting. Harcourt, 1956.
204p. $3.
In this sequel to Hidden Harbor, Vicky Baird
is beginning to feel the need for broader hori-
zons than are offered by the very restricted
life of her wilderness home. She hopes to use
her photography as a means of branching out,
and an unexpected opportunity arises when
she is asked to join a scientific expedition to
Muir Glacier. She is to make contact with the
Tlingit Indians, whom she knows well, and to
work as photographer's helper. Her prospects
are made even brighter by the fact that the
photographer is Phil Trent, whom she had met
the summer before. The summer ends with a
promise of marriage and a career. The charac-
ters are no more than types, but the book is
redeemed by the vivid, exciting pictures of the
Alaskan coast and of life in this part of the
world.
SpR Reid, Alastair. I Will Tell You of a Town;
K-5 illus. by W. Lorraine. Houghton, 1956.
38p. ,$2.25.
The author has captured the mood and person-
ality of a small fishing town by giving the
reader the feeling of being perched high above
the village where all its people and their ac-
tivities are plainly to be seen. The tone and the
content are more adult than childlike, although
the exceptionally perceptive child could gain
pleasure from hearing the text read aloud. The
illustrations, small drawings in black and
white and soft pastels, are delightful and have
the wealth of detail that appeals to many chil-
dren.
Ad Reinfeld, Fred. Young Charles Darwin;
6-8 with drawings from the first edition
of "The Voyage of the Beagle". Sterl-
ing, 1956. 184p. $2.95.
A simply written account of Charles Darwin's
voyage on the Beagle. The material follows
closely Darwin's own report of the voyage and
of his discoveries. The author uses fewer di-
rect quotations from Darwin than Cheesman
uses in her Charles Darwin and His Problems
(Abelard, 1955). Reinfeld's style is smoother
than Cheesman's, but he gives less interpreta-
tion of the value of Darwin's work to the de-
velopment of scientific method. The book be-
comes more an account of an interesting trip
than a biography or a book for supplementary
reading in science classes.
Ad Rydberg, Ernie. The Golden Window.
7-9 Longmans, 1956. 143p. $2.50.
Debbie Day, starting on her first year of col-
lege, quickly becomes caught up in the whirl
of campus life. Her two roommates, Flo Win-
dom, who wants an art career, but turns to
newspaper work to satisfy her father, and
Chatter (Ann) Baxter, whose ready tongue some-
times causes trouble, prove not only diverting
but also give Debbie an opportunity to grow in
her understanding of people. The plot and
characterizations are rather shallow, but there
is value to the way in which Debbie learns to
accept people for what they are and to weigh
the good against the bad, rather than trying to
reform each one to meet her own standards.
The story is told in the first person, by Debbie,
and makes light, pleasant reading.
R Schlein, Miriam. Henry's Ride; pictures
K-3 by Vana Earle. Abingdon, 1956. 23p.
$1.50.
A slight, but pleasing account of a ride that
Henry takes through the countryside. He admires
the farms and a horse family, picks daisies,
watches some sheep and pigs, chats with a man
loading peanuts on a truck, and ends up at a
farmhouse where the lady of the house invites
him in for cocoa. After a nice visit he drives
back home the way he came. Not much point as
a story, but young children will enjoy the sights
Henry sees along the way.
R Sears, Paul McCutcheon. Firefly; illus. by
1-4 Glen Rounds. Holiday House, 1956.
38p. (Life-Cycle Stories). $2.
The life story of a firefly presented in fairly
easy text and illustrations. The subject should
have wide general interest and the book will be
especially useful for nature study collections.
The text is written at an upper third grade
reading level, but is suitable for reading aloud
to younger children.
Ad Seckar, Alvena. Misko; pictures by Decie
5-7 Merwin. Oxford, 1956. 159p. $2.75.
The story of a Slovak family living in the hard-
coal mining region of this country. After Mr.
Verna's death in a mining accident, the family
moved to Green Meadows where Mrs. Verna
found work in a garment factory and the children
entered school. They made friends with Leo
Solitario, a boy suffering from cerebral palsy,
and were instrumental in persuading his father
to allow him to attend school. In due time, Mrs.
Verna remarried and Leo was well on his way
to a fairly normal life. The story has some ex-
cellent examples of community action and gives
a good picture of life in this region. The ending
seems a bit too pat, with all of the problems
neatly solved and the bad characters suitably
reformed.
R Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). See through the
2-6 Forest; pictures by Winifred Lubell.
Harper, 1956. 48p. $2.50.
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In a style similar to her See Through the Sea,
the author takes the reader through the forest,
showing the kind of life found at each level
from the ground floor to the tree tops. She ex-
plains how the amount of moisture and sun
light at each level affects the kinds of plants
and animals that can live there, and the inter-
dependence of the animals and plants. The
pleasing style, accurate information, and at-
tractive, informative illustrations will give
the book wide appeal.
M Shapiro, Irwin. Daniel Boone; pictures by
K-3 Miriam Story Hurford. Simon and
Schuster, 1956. 24p. (Little Golden
Books) 25ý.
A brief summary of the high spots in the life of
Daniel Boone. Although much better writing
than is found in most such books, there is
scarcely enough information about Boone's
life and adventures to make the book worth
the reader's while. The text is written at a
middle third grade reading level and the book
could be used for remedial reading if the read-
er did not object to the book as a "baby book".
NR Shirk, Jeannette C. The Little Circus;
6-8 illus. by Mircea Vasiliu. Dodd, 1955.
177p. $2.75.
A circus story that is neither realistic nor
fantasy, but has element of both. Gillian, an
orphan of unknown parentage, was adopted by
Mr. Bedillion, a former puppeteer who came
to this country seeking a lost sister who had
married a circus acrobat. Gillian persuaded
Mr. Bedillion to re-furbish his marionettes
and give shows in the surrounding villages.
During one show they discovered, and rescued,
Johnny from a carnival strong man who was
mistreating him. When Johnny had a mishap
with one of the puppets he ran away, followed
by Gillian, and the two boys started their own
show. In time they were re-united with Mr.
Bedillion, escaped from two villians (complete
with cloak and mustache), and finally discovered
Johnny's mother, who was of course, Mr.
Bedillion's sister. Gillian turned out to be a
cousin, although it is never made clear just
how. A confusing combination of vaudeville
melodrama and dreams of glory.
M Snow, Dorothea J. Samuel Morse, Inquisi-
3-5 tive Boy; illus. by Dorothy Bayley
Morse. Bobbs-Merrill, 1955. 190p.
(Childhood of Famous Americans
Series). $1.75.
The early childhood of Samuel Morse, in
Charlestown, Massachusetts, showing him as an
inquisitive youngster more interested in learn-
ing to paint than in following any of the profes-
sions suggested by his father. His adult career
is summed up at the end of the book. Although
the book pictures those personality traits that
might have led to Morse's interest in electricity
and the invention of the telegraph, there is
nothing in the account to show the qualities of
courage and perseverance in the face of dis-
couragement and misunderstanding that made
him truly great. The text is written at an upper
third grade reading level.
Ad Stever, Dorothy Voorhies. The Wholesale
2-4 Produce Market; photographs by Harry
H. Haworth. Melmont, 1955. 32p.
$1.50.
Fictionalized information about the wholesale
produce market. Joe Young and his father take
a load of onions to market one day and along
the way Joe learns how produce is brought to
market, what happens to it there, and how it
gets from market to retail stores. The full-
page photographs are well-chosen to supplement
the text. Written at a beginning third grade read-
ing level.
M Tate, Elizabeth. The Little Flower Girl;
K-1 illus. by Helen Stone. Lothrop, 1956.
38p. $2.50.
Simple, plotless account of a small girl's ex-
periences as a flower girl at a wedding. Laurie
goes through the usual sensations of excitement
before the event, temporary stage fright as she
starts down the aisle, and the pleasure of
dreaming about it all after it is over. Children
who have had such experiences may find the
book meaningful, but it is more the type of
book to appeal to adults than to young children
in general. Helen Stone's soft pastel pictures
are lovely and quite suitable for the story.
Ad Tiffany, Kathleen S. Mary Florence; The
5-7 Little Girl Who Knew Abraham Lincoln;
illus. by Victor Dowling. Dodd, 1955.
246p. $2.75.
Mary Florence is a ten-year-old girl living on
a farm just outside Gettysburg during the time
of the Civil War. The account of her activities
as she plays with her cousin, makes friends
with the daughter of a tenant farmer, sees her
older sister fall in love and marry, and finally
meets Lincoln, makes good reading although
the length of the story and the slow pace will
deter many readers. The writing is further
weakened by the author's too frequent use of
the "had she but known" type of forecasting.
R Vance, Marguerite. Windows for Rosemary;
4-6 illus. by Robert Doares. Dutton, 1956.
60p. $2.25.
A pleasing little story, told in the first person,
by Rosemary, a nine-year-old blind girl. Rose-
mary tells simply, and without undue sentimen-
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tality, how she has learned to "see" with her
other senses, and how her family helps her by
inventing games based on remembering where
items of furniture are located in the various
rooms of their summer cottage and their
city home. The story tells of one memorable
summer at the cottage when Rosemary cele-
brated her ninth birthday and received her
dearest wish-a typewriter. Of special value
is the attitude of Rosemary's family, who are
helping her to lead as normal a life as is pos-
sible. The book will be of value in helping
children with normal sight understand children
who are blind or otherwise handicapped.
M Vaughn, John Arthur. Canga. Prentice-
7-9 Hall, 1956. 123p. (A Lodestar Book).
$2.95.
A true account of a trek made by Vaughn and his
seventeen-year-old son into the heart of Brazil.
Their wanderings took them from Sao Paulo,
inland to the Araguaya River and along the river
to the island of Bananal. Their adventures
along the way are exciting, but are recounted
in an uneven, often pedestrian style that makes
slow reading. The book ends abruptly when the
explorers reach Bananal, still more than one
thousand miles from the mouth of the Amazon
and civilization.
NR Verral, Charles Spain. Mighty Men of
5-7 Baseball; illus. by Maurice Rawson.
Aladdin, 1955. 140p. $2.50.
A recounting of the deeds of some of the out-
standing baseball players of the past told in
the framework of a dream. Henry Lewis, re-
tired pitcher, sits dozing by a sandlot one
afternoon and dreams he has been asked to
organize the ideal ball team. He goes back
through time considering the best players for
each position, and the flashbacks show the
players chosen during an important game in
their careers. At the end Lewis wakes up and
agrees to coach the neighborhood boys at their
sandlot game. Very contrived.
Ad Verral, Charles Spain. The Wonderful
6-8 World Series. Crowell, 1956. 154p.
$2.50.
In spite of the title, and unlike the earlier
books about Frenchy Beaumont, this is not a
sports story. It is rather an account of the
trip to the World Series that Frenchy's team
was awarded as a result of winning a local
championship. At the last minute the boys re-
ceived the tickets for the opening game of the
Series, but not expense money for the trip.
However, with Uncle Leo's help and conniving,
they acquired the necessary money and made
the trip, accompanied by Mama and a goat. An
even more improbable plot than those of the
earlier books, but with enough humor to re-
deem it. Readers who liked the earlier books
for the sports elements, will be disappointed
in this one. For readers wanting an amusing
story, without the sports appeal, this one will
satisfy.
NR Walden, Amelia Elizabeth. I Found My
7-9 Love. Westminster, 1956. 186p.
$2.75
At the end of her sophomore year in college,
Terry Scott went to Northport to recover from
a broken heart. There she found a new romance
and solved the mystery surrounding the island
which she had inherited from an eccentric
grandfather. A highly improbable plot, stock
characters, and occasional inconsistencies in
the actions.
Ad Wallower, Lucille. Old Satan; A Pennsyl-
2-4 vania Folk Tale. McKay, 1956. 24p.
$2.50.
A slightly amusing version of a Pennsylvania
folk tale. Satan, a big, black, onery mule, re-
fuses to work when he is put on the treadmill
on a flat-bottomed river boat. He is given to a
farmer where he remains stubborn until one
day when he eats a barrel of soft-soap. There-
after he is not only as sweet as can be, but his
hide also serves as a good and unending supply
of soap for the farmer and his family. There
is little of the vigor or spark of folk lore to this
retelling and the illustrations arenot above
average.
M Ward, Nanda and Lynd. The Flying Hat.
K-3 Ariel, 1956. 48p. $2.50.
Timothy is a farmer who owns a large straw
hat of which he is quite proud. One year a crow
plants some oats, peas, beans and barley
around the brim of the hat, and during the en-
suing drought these are the only plants on the
farm that grow. How the farmer uses his hat
to frighten a cloud into releasing its rain makes
a slight bit of fantasy. The excess of realism
in the personification of the cloud in one illus-
tration gives the book a touch of obscenity
that mars the otherwise pleasing illustrations.
M Watson, Jane Werner. Our World; A Be-
1-3 ginner's Introduction to Geography;
pictures by William Sayles. Simon &
Schuster, 1955. 28p. (A Little Golden
Book) 25C.
A highly simplified introduction to physical
geography. Phenomena such as the shape of the
earth, mountains, glaciers, volcanos, valleys,
brooks, rivers, plains, oceans, lakes, etc. are
described in brief text and pictures. The brevity
of the text plus the fact that several rather dif-
ficult concepts are stated but not explained will
limit the book's usefulness.
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Ad Watts, Mabel. A Cow in the House; illus.
K-2 by Katherine Evans. Follett, 1956.
32p. $2.
Re-telling of an old folk-tale about the dissatis-
fied farmer and his wife who decide their house
is too small. They go to a wise man for help
and are told to take in the rooster, the pig, the
goat and the cow to live with them. When they
finally become resigned to the new state of
affairs, he tells them to let each animal go,
one at a time, and by the time the house is
finally clear again it seems spacious enough
for the two of them. An acceptable, although
not outstanding version with colorful, some-
times humorous illustrations.
M Waugh, Dorothy. Muriel Saves String
2-4 McKay, 1956. 83p. $2.75.
A quite purposive story of a small girl who
faced considerable ridicule from her two
brothers because of her habit of saving every
piece of string she could find. However, when
it came time to tie up tomato plants, or make
a kite, or go fishing, then the boys realized the
value of string. In the end they became as con-
firmed string collectors as Muriel was.
NR Wehen, Joy DeWeese. The Tower in the
7-9 Sky. Dutton, 1955. 192p. $2.75.
A melodramatic, poorly written mystery story
set in a mountain village in Switzerland and
involving buried treasure and international
espionage. David Forrest comes to Switzerland
for a year of study at the University of Lau-
sanne, and while on vacation finds the Hotel
Alpine Rose where he is immediately attracted
to Terri, the teen-age daughter of the propri-
etors. He also becomes involved in helping to
thwart an attempt to rob Terri's uncle of a
map showing the location of the national treas-
ure of Neoslavia, a country now under com-
munistic rule. In a highly dramatic climax,
complete with avalanche, the spies are put to
flight, Neoslavia throws off its communistic
rulers, and David and Terri are well on the
way to an international understanding of their
own.
R Weiss, Edna S. Sally Saucer; illus. by
4-6 Helen Stone. Houghton, 1956. 179p.
$2.50.
Ten-year-old Sally Saucer was delighted when
orphaned Penelope Wiggins came to live with
Sally's grandmother on her nearby farm. There
were no other girls exactly Sally's age in the
neighborhood or attending the rural school,
and Sally was often lonely. The activities of
the two little girls as they learned the give
and take of friendship and as Penelope learned
farm ways, make a warmi, pleasant story.
M Weiss, Harvey. Twenty-four and Stanley.
K-2 Putnam, 1956. 48p. $2.50.
Twenty-five children lived in Oquinsit, Maine,
but they usually referred to themselves as
twenty-four, ignoring Stanley who was too young
to go to school or to be much help in their many
projects. It was Stanley, however, who found
the wrecked boat and started the children on an
exciting project. At first they tried to rebuild
the boat for sailing and fishing, but when that
proved impossible, they decided to drag it on
to shore and use it for a club house. In the end
they agreed to include Stanley in their number.
A slight story with a rather flat ending. Stanley's
problem will appeal to young children, but the
book would have to be read aloud to any chil-
dren below the fourth grade reading level, and
is too long to be very satisfactory for reading
aloud.
NR West, Jerry. The Happy Hollisters and
4-6 the Secret Fort; illus. by Helen S.
Hamilton. Garden City Books, 1955.
182p. 95ý.
NR
4-6
The Happy Hollisters at
Pony Hill Farm; illus. by Helen S.
Hamilton. Garden City Books, 1956.
184p. 95ý.
Two more stories of the Hollister family and
their mystery solving adventures. In the first
book they stay at home and discover the site
of the lost fort that had once stood near their
home town of Shoreham. The second time they
go to the blue-grass country to solve a horse
theft. Both mysteries are solved with a maxi-
mum coincidence and a minimum of probability.
M White, Dale. Vigilantes, Ride ; illus, by
7-9 James Sentz. Viking, 1956. 285p.
$2.75.
An over-long story of the 1863 gold rush days
in Colorado and of a boy's search for his lost
brother. Tom Russell did not know his real
name and knew no more of his background than
that his parents had been killed in an Indian
raid and an older brother had abandoned him at
the fort where he was taken, seriously wounded,
after the raid. Tom spent his life following his
brother's trail from mining camp to mining
camp until he finally landed in Virginia City
and decided to settle there and wait for his
brother to appear. His brother, a member of an
outlaw gang, came to the camp, but was not
recognized by Tom. The brother saved Tom
from the outlaws and in doing so brought about
his own downfall, but Tom was never allowed
to know the truth about his brother. There are
some good descriptions of life in such a mining
camp, but the whole story is too drawn-out and
slow-paced to have much appeal.
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SpC White, Mary Sue. I Know Why We Give
K-1 Thanks; pictures by Katherine Evans.
Broadman Press, 1956. 32p. 60 .
A young child recites the many things for which
he gives thanks-family, food, clothing, shelter,
pets, friends, nature, school, country, church,
etc. Text and illustrations are in no way out-
standing.
Ad Whitney, Phyllis Ayame. The Fire and the
7-9 Gold. Crowell, 1956. 21 7p. $2.75.
When Melora Cranby returned to San Francisco
from Chicago to find the city in flames as a re-
sult of the disastrous earthquake of 1906, she
temporarily put aside the problem of her un-
happy engagement to Quent Seymour to face the
more urgent problem of getting her family to
safety. During the days that followed, Melora,
Quent and both their families had to readjust
many of their ideas and values, and Melora and
Quent found a new and more mature love for
each other. The effects of a disaster of this kind
on the lives of people at all levels of society are
interestingly presented. The story does not
have quite the forceful writing or the depth of
characterization of Pease's Thunderbolt House
(Doubleday, 1944), which deals with the same
episode.
Ad Wibberley, Leonard. The Life of Winston
6-8 Churchill. Ariel, 1956. 214p. $3.
An interesting, albeit highly laudatory biography
of Churchill. Because the author has chosen to
gloss over any personality characteristics of
Churchill's that might have made him a difficult
or even occasionally unpleasant person to the
people around him, there is no depth to the
characterization. For immature readers who
want no more than the essential facts of
Churchill's life the book is adequate. The more
mature reader will find greater interest in the
adult biographies or in Churchill's own writings.
R Williamson, Joanne S. Jacobin's Daughter;
8-10 illus. by Charles Clement. Knopf,
1956. 209p. $3.50.
A story of the French Revolution as seen by a
young girl who became involved when Robes-
pierre came to live as a boarder in her home
and won the love of her older sister. The story,
based on fact, is told in the first person by
Babette Duplay, who was briefly married to one
of Robespierre's followers before he and other
Jacobins were guillotined. The story makes
absorbing reading both as historical fiction and
as a love story, but for this age level it would
have been much more effective had the author
indicated her sources. The illustrations detract
from rather than add to the enjoyment of the
NR Wing, Helen. Super Circus; illus. by
K-1 William Timmins. Rand McNally, 1955.
28p. (An Elf Book) 25¶.
A slight story based on some of the characters
who formerly appeared on the TV program
"Super Circus". The story involves three clowns,
two of whom have worked out a new act. The
third one becomes angry when they refuse to let
him join them so he disappears. Everyone is up-
set until he suddently re-appears with a new act
of his own. Children who watch the TV program
might find interest because of the familiarity of
the characters, but the story has little to offer
otherwise.
M Winterfeld, Henry. Detectives in Togas;
5-7 tr. from the German by Richard and
Clara Winston; illus. by Charlotte
Kleinert. Harcourt, 1956. 205p.
$2.75.
A rollicking mystery story set in ancient Rome.
A group of school boys become involved in the
mystery when one of their members is accused
of having defaced the wall of a temple by scrawl-
ing the words "Caius is a dumbbell" on it in red
paint. The other boys rally round to save him
and in proving his innocence uncover a political
plot. The story moves smoothly and with a fast,
sure pace, and the solving of the mystery is well-
handled and plausible. The use of modern ver-
nacular adds considerable spice and humor to
the story, although the slang terms are not al-
ways adeptly used. An even greater weakness
lies in the fact that the point on which the whole
plot hinges is highly improbable as described
in the story. The writing on the temple wall was
supposed to have been accomplished by having
the villain pierce the wax tablet on which one of
the boys had scrawled the words in school one
day and use the tablet as a stencil to make a
copy that would be an exact reproduction of the
boy's handwriting. Since the wax tablets used
by Roman schoolboys had wooden boards as
backing, the villain would have had to cut or
carve, rather than "pierce" the tablet. Also the
size of the tablets was such that the resultant
copy would have been too small to have been
seen clearly from across the street.
Ad Withers, Carl and Benet, Sula. Riddles of
5- Many Lands; illus. by Lili Cassel.
Abelard-Schuman, 1956. 160p. $2.75.
An interesting collection of riddles gleaned from
the world's folk lore. The contents are more
useful for students of folk materials than for the
child who is looking for a new source of riddles,
since many of the riddles given here lose much
of their effectiveness through translation. For
the student of folk lore, interesting comparisons
book. can be made in the repetition of themes and the
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ways in which the same theme is treated in a
variety of languages.
SpC Wolcott, Carolyn Muller. God Cares for
4-6 Me; pictures by Lloyd Dotterer.
yrs. Abingdon, 1956. 23p. $1.
When Bobbie goes to bed at night he asks his
mother to explain to him how God cares for him.
His mother tells him that his parents, brothers
and sisters, relatives and friends are all a part
of God's plan to care for him, and that he, in
turn, is a part of God's plan to care for others.
A slight book but one that parents may find
useful for religious education in the home. Alert
children may wonder why the clock never strikes
more than three times although the picture
shows the hands first at eight and than at nine
o' clock.
R Worcester, Donald. Lone Hunter's Gray
5-7 Pony; illus. by Harper Johnson. Ox-
ford, 1956. 94p. $2.50.
Lone Hunter, a young boy of the Oglala tribe,
looked forward to the day when he would own a
buffalo pony of his own and take his place with
the men on the annual buffalo hunt. How he
earned his pony and saved the tribe from an
anbush by the enemy Kiowas makes an exciting,
well-told adventure story of the plains Indians
in the days before the white man began taking
over their land. Johnson's illustrations, in red
and black, many of them full-page, add to the
vigor and appeal of the story.
NR Wyatt, Gladys. Dale Evans and the Coyote;
K-1 pictures by E. Joseph Dreany. Simon
and Schuster, 1956. 24p. (Little
Golden Books) 25E.
Bobby and Kate Star, young neighbors of Roy
Rogers, help Dale Evans save one of Roy's
calves from a coyote. As a reward they are
given the calf for their own. Slight story, pedes-
trian style of writing.
R Wyler, Rose and Ames, Gerald. The Story
4-8 of the Ice Age; pictures by Thomas
W. Voter. Harper, 1956. 81p. $2.50.
An absorbing account of the various ice ages of
the earth. The book begins with a discussion of
how man's knowledge of these periods has been
acquired and has grown through the years, and
continues with a discussion of various scientific
theories of how the ice ages came about and
their effect on plant, animal and human life.
There is an excellent description of the cold
deserts (the tundras) that have been character-
istic of the area bordering ice fields from early
times. Ends with a speculation as to the possi-
bility of an ice age of the future.
Ad Wyndham, Lee. Susie and the Ballet Family;
4-6 pictures by Jane Miller. Dodd, 1955.
104p. $2.50.
Susie, young heroine of Susie and the Dancing
Cat, is spending the summer with her family at
their seaside resort home. There she meets the
Marlowes-Allegra Allard (Mrs. Marlowe), a
well-known prima ballerina; her husband, John
Marlowe, and their son, Bob. Susie is invited
to attend their practice sessions at the nearby
hotel, where the Marlowes are staying, and at
the end of the summer she takes part in a chil-
dren's performance of "The Nutcracker". Super-
ficial, but a pleasant story that will satisfy the
"Dreams of Glory" needs of young ballet fans.
NR Young, Miriam. 5 Pennies To Spend;
3-5 pictures by Corinne Malvern. Simon &
yrs. Schuster, 1955. 28p. (A Little Golden
Book) 25¶.
Very insipid, highly moralistic story of a
small boy who spends his five pennies to buy
gifts for his animal friends and is himself re-
warded with a gift of a lollypop.
R Zarchy, Harry. Stamp Collector's Guide.
6-12 Knopf, 1956. 180p. $3.50.
A clear, concise guide to stamp collecting for
the beginner. The author begins with a brief
history of postal systems, and then discusses
kinds of stamps, how to start a collection, pre-
paring stamps for the album, stamp albums
(including how to make one), use of a stamp
catalog, and types of collections. The final sec-
tion contains a dictionary of philatelic names
and overprints, a stamp identification table, and
a glossary. Illustrated with numerous pictures
of actual stamps and drawings to supplement the
text. A more detailed treatment than the author's
Stamp Collecting.
Ad Zim, Herbert Spencer. Our Senses and How
4-6 They Work; illus. by Herschel Wartik.
Morrow, 1956. 64p. $2.
An introduction to the senses, what they are,
details of the working of the five major senses,
and the nervous system in general. The material
is interesting if read straight through, but the
lack of an index or chapter divisions will lessen
the book's effectiveness as reference material.
Written at an upper fourth grade reading level.
R Zion, Eugene. Really Spring; pictures by
K-1 Margaret Bloy Graham. Harper, 1956.
32p. $2.50; (cloth, $3.25).
When spring seems slow in coming, a small boy
persuades the people of the city to paint spring
flowers and spring scenes on all of the buildings,
walls, boats, etc. That night a rain comes and
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washes the paint away, but it also causes the
grass, flowers and leaves to grow and soon the
real spring appears. A pleasant bit of fantasy
that will be fun to read aloud to young children.
